
The Steps to making your shot.

1. Stand at the peg or on the line.

2. Point the ball of your hip towards the target.

3. Settle your stance, keeping your bow shoulder in line with the target.

4. Make sure you are comfortable and steady.

5. Place your arrow in the bow.

6. Place your hand in the bow and push the heal of your palm firmly down and in.

7. Check to see that your thumb is straight along the side of the bow.

8. Straighten your bow arm pushing down to the ground.

9. Place your fingers on the string keeping 60% of the pressure on the middle finger and 20% on

each of the other two.

10. Take a small pre-draw (about 30mm).

11. When all is set swing the bow up to its position.

12. Draw the bow to the anchor position (breath in as you draw and hold).

13. Keep your “drawing arm” elbow tucked in behind the arrow. (Not sticking out!)

14. Looking at your arrow or site you should now be slightly above the target.  (Note: if you are under

      never try to force the bow up, put down and start the shot again).

15. Allow the bow to come down to the spot you are aiming at.  

16. Lock up your bow arm.

17. Using your thumb try and keep it in the target.

18. Make sure your anchor point is firm.

19. Relax your fingers and allow the string to pull away.

20. Keep looking at the target and watch your arrow fly.

21. Try to keep the bow up until you hear the arrow hit.

22. As it hits the target let your breath out.

23. When you practice what you are trying to do is (shoot that perfect shot) When you find it

      “remember it” and try to do it again. Shooting 30 good arrows is far better than shooting 200 bad 

        ones.

24. When you practice (have a break) making sure you eat and drink to replace any lost sugars.

25. Never shoot when you’re tired or hungry (lack of energy will frustrate you and make you shoot 

      badly).


